aul D. Sergi Sr. *NO8D* Of Peninusla, Ohio
- Born 1943, has become a major long time
contributor in the business world and well known
in ham radio circles. Speaking with Paul will allow
one to know right away of his treasure trove of
knowledge both antenna design and construction.
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Engineering of Akron-Tallmadge, Ohio is off and running into a
major supplier of Amateur Radio & Electronic products.
It doesn’t stop there, Paul’s original company “Summit Racing
Equipment” founded in 1968 is a legend. Summit Racing Equipment
has been delivering parts and accessories to automotive enthusiasts around the world. From
racers to street heroes, off-roaders to sport compact drivers, Summit’s customers know that
they can get the parts they need at guaranteed lowest prices. That, along with Summit’s
commitment to customer service, has driven the company’s success for the last 35 years.
Whichever you prefer - mail, phone or the Internet - Summit Racing Equipment makes it easy
to get the parts you need at the prices you like with full customer service.
Paul Sergi Sr. A avid drag racer and
Corvette enthusiast, began Summit
Racing Equipment in 1968 as a side
business. He wanted to produce low
priced parts to his fellow racers and as
word of affordable parts and great service
spread, the company quickly grew into a
full-line operation. Paul, NO8D is
founder and CEO of the largest mail order
and online supplier of high performance
automotive parts in the world & are the
official mail order company of the
NHRA.
Summit has retail and warehouse facilities
in Tallmadge, Ohio - Nevada and
Georgia. (Tallmadge is home to a 25,000
Square Foot super store) Mr. Sergi’s 200'
rotating tower array is pictured at the
NO8D QTH. - Paul’s son is KB8LPI,
Paul Jr.
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